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ABSTRACT 

Local yield data are subject to somc troubling intluences that rcduce the accuracy of any yicld 
maps deduced from them. 
A basic approach to identify and to rcmove intense erroneous yield values due to troubling 
influences in order to get a realistic yield structure of a field is being developed in the context 
ofthe research project Information System Site-Specific Management (!KB) Duernast. 
lt can be shown that, with the help of certain attributes in a yield data set, the most important 
errors in the data can be identified and the yield values of the respective records can be 
removed and interpolated anew afterwards. 

INTRODUCTION 

Loca! yield data are quite defective as resu!t of troubling intluences during the process of 
local yield detection; these troubling influences have been mentioned by a number of authors 
( e.g. Blackmore and Marshalt 1996, Griepentrog 1998). 
Whereas errors like the autocorrelation of yield values wirhin the tracks and the machine 
filling and emptying time are resulting in a stripe-like pattem of the yield measuring points, 
other errors will create isolated extreme values; the Iack of a moisture measuring device will 
Iead to zones of high grain moisture appearing tobe zones of relative high (wet) yield. 
These errors are tending still to be recognised especially after processing the local yield data 
to contours by means of kriging or inverse-distance-interpolation. 
Therefore, at the Instihtt fuer Landtechnik, local yields only were depicted as classified 
average grid yields based on grid sizes of at least !2 meters (3 times the cutring width of the 
combine used) so far. By a higher resolution., these maps would be more and more similar to 
contour maps. but in the sametime more susceptible to the named errors. 
The actual task is to define a standardized algorithm to improve the quality of local yield data 
and to prepare them for statistical and geostatistical analyses that will define useful yield 
classifications for grid yield maps and contour maps as weil. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The investigations have tobe divided into two essential parts: 
an analysis of the errors in order to quantify them 
the defining and testing of several methods to filter and to correct the data based on the 
results of the analysis of errors. 

The quantification of the errors in positioning and mass tlow detection are perfom1ed experi
mentally using automatically tracking infrared tachymeters and a test stand for combine yield 
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detection systems respectively. The other errors are quantified by analysing the data sets using 
the Standard Query Language (SQL). For this purpose the data including all available 
attributes are stored in a DB2-database. A test of various filtering algorithms and combina
tions ofthem is alsomadein the database using SQL. 

ERRORS IN LOCAL YIELD DETECTION 

Errors in positioning 

The results of the investigations using automatically tracking tachymeters did not render 
satisfying results so far, because these reference systems themselves are subject to systematic 
errors that distort the results (Steinmayr et al 2000). 

Errors in mass flow detection 

Various yield detection systems were examined on the test stand with regard to their accuracy 
and systematic errors under standardized conditions like defined mass flows and inclinations. 
These investigations showed that deviations from the calibrating conditions as higher flows 
and inclinations caused partially severe systematic errors on the flow detection of the systems. 
It is to be seen that especially volumetric systems (RDS Ceres2) and impulse measuring 
systems (Ag-Leader) are intensely susceptible to inclinations (FIGURE 1) although Ceres2 is 
equipped with a slope sensor. 

arithmetic means with standard deviations of the individual measuring differences of three 
yield detection systems with different longitudinal inclinations 

(wheat, five repeats per variant) 
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FIGURE 1. Example of the examinations on a test stand for yield detection systems 

Therefore, in fields with a pronounced topography and yield differences (as far as the velocity 
is constant), an accurate calibration may not be sufficient to get always realistic yield values 
and it is necessary to correct them in post-processing. 
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Deviations from the full cutting width 

Each moment the combine is not using the full cutting width when harvesting, the mass tlow 
is not as high as corresponding to the actual yield, but is charged against the full cutting width 
to result in a too low yield value. The difference of the field area indicated by the system (i.e. 
the integrated area capacity of all records where the header is in the crop) and the real field 
area (T ABLE I), calculated where there is information in the records if the header is or is not 
in the crop, is an indicator of this error. 

T ABLE 1 Errors in cutting width re1ated to five harvests in 1997 -
Field shape of field area acc. to system area of field [ha] relative 

only with working difference 
status on [ha] [%] 

Unteres Geiswegfeld rectanqular 3.46 3.4 1.69 
Eulenwies corner shaped 5.69 5.3 7.40 
Hopfengarten prism shaped 2.27 2.1 8.02 
Neubruch reetangular 3.45 3.1 11.40 
Oberes Geiswegfeld trapezoid 3.72 3.3 12.79 

The table is showing that these deviations can be in the range of more than l 0 percent depen
ding on the shape and the size of the field and the behaviour of the driver. 

lnfluence of the time delav and the machine filling and emptving time 

Data sets having information on the actual working status as mentioned before can be divided 
into segments where each segment is a closed part of the harvest with the header in the crop; 
the conception of segmentation has been proposed by Blackmore and Moore ( 1996, in Eber! 
!999). Each segment is confined eilher by a period with the header outside the crop or by a 
period with the combine not moving or a break in recording respectively (FIGURE 2). 

yield values "Oberes Geiswegfeld" 1992 in a segment 
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FIGURE 2. Devolution of the yield values in a segment with various shifts 
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FIGURE 2 is showing that in the beginning of the segment the yield values are increasing 
asymptotically as it has been stated before in other works (Blackmoore and Marshalll996). 
As effect of the measuring delay the increase is not beginning just with the header entering 
the crop but some seconds later; if the interval to the previous segment was not too long, in 
the begilming of the actual segment there will be even a decrease of the values. The reason is 
that a certain time Ionger than the delay after the header has left the crop the elevator is not 
yet empty and the system is measuring a mass flow and calculating a yield; if the interval 
between two segments is short, this emptying time will encroach to the succeeding segment. 
The consequence is that with a not too short interval between segments it will last about 40 
sec. until a system is measuring realistic yield values. It seems that by a data shift of 12 to 15 
s the yield devolution is most realistic; Ionger shifts will lay yield values belanging to the 
actual segment on positions with no work. [this a stringent conclusion in the author's opinion!] 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALGORITHM TO CORRECT LOCAL YIELD DATA 

It is useful to keep some steps of correcting local yield data: 
1. recalculation ofthe WGS84-coordinates to GAUSS-KRUEGER-coordinates or other met

ric coordinates using a Geographie Information System (GIS) 
2. a correction of the reading points' positions [not tobe shifted] 

3. an allocation of the records to tracks and/ or ( with actual time or working status available) 
to segments as mentioned above 

4. a shift ofthe yield values where the data have not been shifted yet intemally (the best shift 
appears to be 13 s) 

5. a removal of erroneous yield values 
6. a new interpolation of the yield of records with removed yield, when the quantity of 

removed values is intolerably !arge. 

Correction of the positions 

The following criteria to remove the coordinates of measuring points can be set: 
points whose deviation from the real track is more than half a cutting width 
points that are "falling behind" the respective previous point related to the driving 
direction 
points that are "hurrying ahead" the succeeding points related to the driving direction. 

[the author will show this by a s/ide in the report} 
Thesekinds of points can be identified by certain geometrical algorithms using SQL and their 
coordinates can be eliminated from the data set. For the respective records the coordinates can 
be interpolated from the previous and succeeding records. 
It would be also useful to remove all coordinates of records where GPS parameters like GPS 
status, number of satellites and HDOP are unfavourable. 

Allocation to tracks or segments 

In data sets where there is no infonnation on the actual time and/or working status the data are 
allocated to the tracks using the ch·iving directions between the positions calculated in the step 
before. Each time the driving direction changes more than a limit still to be defined, a new 
track is beginning. 
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Segments can be defined m data sets where data are only recorded with the ht:adcr down; 
always thc time intcrval to the previous rccord is several seconds, a new segment is 
beginning. Where the working status is recorded, a segment is defined as a period with 
working status on (see above). 

Removal of erroneous vield values 

With all data records allocated to tracks or segrnents and the yield values shifted values 
fulfilling the following criteria can be eliminated in case the required information is available: 

all values laying in the machine filling time whereas it is still to examine how long this 
time is in average 
all values in the machine emptying time, that is to say all yield values > 0 with the header 
out of the crop 
the values of all strings where the moisture is extremely high because this might be a sign 
für a high content of extrinsic material that will falsify the detected mass tlow ( e.g. Beck 
et al. 1999) 
the values of all strings where negative or positive acceleration compared to the string 
before is exceeding a ce11ain Iimit (this has to be done previously to the shift or eise with 
respect to the delay) 
the values of all points whose shortest distance to the next point in a neighbour track is 
essentially lower than the full cutting width 
all values exceeding or falling below their respective neighbour values or the local 
average within a defined search radius in a certain degree because these values often result 
from a strong acceleration 
all values deviating from the real average yield of the field in a certain relative amount. 
[rhe aulhor is still \mrking onlhe concepl and 1ri// demonstrate more results in thc repon] 

Interpolation of the eliminated values 

Eliminated values of isolated points can be interpolated in a simple way between the previous 
and succeeding values. Where several values have been eliminated consecutively (for 
example those of the filling time), other interpolation methods must be applied considering 
the position of a point like kriging or inverse-distance method. 

FIRST TESTS OF FIL TERING METHODS 

The statistical results of several filtering procedures are presented in TABLE 2 . 

T ABLE 2 Effects of some filtering procedures ( emptying and fillina time after a 15 s shift) b 

field filtering n min. max. average s cv average yield acc. 
[t/ha] [t/ha] [t/ha] [t/ha] [%] !o ref. scale [t/ha] 

emptying and 15 s filling time 3069 0.2 6.7 4.42 0.82 18.55 

emptying and 20 s filling time 2912 0.2 6.7 4.46 0.78 17.53 

emptying and 25 s filling time 2757 0.2 6.7 4.49 0.75 16.67 
Unteres emptying and 30 s frlling time 2610 0 9 6.7 4.51 073 16.15 4.36 

Gelswegfeld emptying and 35 s filling time 2467 1.0 6.7 4.52 0.72 15.86 
real average +20% and -20% 2558 3.5 5.2 4.36 0.42 9.73 
real average +40% and -40% 3349 2.7 6.1 4.36 0.73 16.79 
real average +60% and -60% 3678 1.8 6.9 4.20 0.94 22.39 

real average +80% and -80% 4044 0.9 7.3 3.94 1.23 31.31 
unfiltered 4471 0.1 22.0 3.69 1.75 47.32 
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The defining of an increasingly closer tolerance intervalwill make the system's average con
verge more and more to the real mean of the field. Especially when the interval is set to 
average ±20 percent the lower limit of 3.5 t/ha seems to be too high because too many 
plausible values have been eliminated. 
The removal of the values in the emptying time and variedly defined filling tim es after an ad
equate shift does obviously not eliminate all implausible low values, but it can be shown that 
many lower values in the tuming area and in the near of any obstacles in the field will be 
removed; else these values would affect zones of lower yield in a yield map. [These are the 
results the author got the moment he wrote this paper, but he will show more results in the report because he is 

still working onlevaluating the concept! !] 

CONCLUSIONS 

By a more precise consideration of local yield data and of the error sources of local yield 
detection one has to conclude that a correction of the yield data before mapping is necessary 
to get a realistic one year's yield structure of the field in a yield map. The correction must be 
perfonned in some steps taking into account all known errors in local yield detection. For 
most of these filtering criteria special additional attributes in the yield data sets beside yield 
and position are necessary. The more of these attributes are missing, the more unefficient the 
filtering will be. 
Important additional attributes for the filtering seem to be in each case: exact time, elevation, 
GPS status, number of satellites, HDOP, moisture, velocity or acceleration respectively, 
working status (as described above), mass flow and inclination of the harvester. In future, it 
could be therefore a task of the manufacturers to provide for the respective sensors and the 
recording of these attributes. 
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